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INTRODUCTION

The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)is responsible for regulating and

protecting both the natural and man-made environments in which we live. Although EPA

mandates are expensive and represent a significant proportion of community expenditures

(Tucker 1993), public support has remained strong and consistent in a marketplace

increasingly characterized by the presence of hazardous products and industrial

byproducts.

Environmental management has been fairly well established since the inception of

the EPA,and today we possess an adequate and growing level of knowledge concerning

waste management control. Yet our knowledge of pre-EPA control is seriously constrained.

American industrialization at the tum of the century was characterized by a pervading

ignorance of environmental concerns and, in fact. gross misconceptions about

environmental and health issues. Tarr (1985), for example, has documented early US

patterns ofwaste [mis-]management for two types ofwaste streams -- those associated

with household activities (food,garbage, and human wastes) and wastes tied to

agricultural, mining, and industrial processing. From a historical perspective the former

are considered largely benign and will have been "cleansed" by the environment over time.

The latter, however, represent a potentially longer-term problem for society due to the long-

term residence times or btoaccumulatton of many industrial inputs/byproducts. While

"dilution" and "cleansing" will have certainly played a role, the presence of hazardous

materials. even in minute quantities, may still pose a significant risk to current residents.

It is the potential presence of such hazards or risks that this paper addresses.



lHSTORICAL LEGACY

Western societies have long recognized the hazards associated with their lifestyles.

In 1635 Llewyellan documented London's air pollution, lamenting that one sooner smells

than sees the city (see Haggett 1983). Lead and mercury toxicity were documented for

ancient Rome and later by north Europeans well prior to colonization (Hamilton 1925).

European, and subsequent American, industrialization spurred urbanization. Coupled

with the rise of the middle-class, materialism, mass production techniques, and the

"chemical revolution," this concentration of people inevitably led to the pollution and

destruction of urban landscapes (see Melost 1988). Urban and industrial wastes became

increasingly concentrated and hazardous with little attention paid to their proper disposal

(Tarr 1984, 1985). Disposal occurred "in the back yard" or into street gutters, steps which

produced both aesthetic nuisances and public health problems, ostensibly through

groundwater and well contamination (Tarr 1985).

By the late 1800's most US cities had settled on two disposal media. First, landfills

were created as repositories for municipal garbage, refuse, street sweepings, and ash.

Second, proximate waterways were used to sweep away sewage and many industrial

byproducts. Additionally, industries were permitted to dispose ofwaste on vacant, on-site

land, usually with only the proviso for odor control (Tarr 1985).

In the early years of the 20th century municipal wastes were viewed as more

troublesome than industrial byproducts because the latter were actually perceived as

beneficial additions to waterways. This stems from the belief that their chemical base

enhanced water quality by killing germs and bacteria, which were thought to be the

primary contaminants of urban water supplies (Melosi 1984). Yet, these very additions also

caused [often unrecogrnzedl problems associated with bacteriological sewage treatment,

BOD, taste, odor, and aquatic life (Besselievre 1931).

Increasing pollution and urban concentration from the 1920's through the 50's

forced many industries to move away from wat~IWaydisposal in favor of on-site waste
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lagoon storage. These artificial ponds allowed wastes to slowly seep into the earth. thereby

eliminating the problem from the industrialist's perspective. Other common elimination

methods adopted were to store wastes in drums (both on- and off-site) or to sell liquid

wastes to municipalities. where they were used for roadside dust control (Merrifield 1992;

Caddell 1995). One need only recall the recent images of the Times Beach. Missouri

contamination episode to recognize the magnitude and long-term effects of such disposal

options.

The watershed decade of the 1960's ushered in a new era of environmental

consciousness. Spurred by the writings of Leopold (1949) and Rachel Carson's Silent

Spring (1960) the public demanded a new land ethic. Sanitary engineers played a

prominent role in gUidingwaste disposal policies. Attention was redirected to the sanitary

landfill which would eliminate the contamination associated with open disposal (dumps) by

spreading waste in thin layers. compacting it. and then applying a daily soil cover (Miller

1988). These landfills were situated in areas considered of minimal value in the urban

environs. namely ravines. swamps. or wetlands (Colten 1990). Many communities now

mandated industrial and municipal wastes to these sanitary landfills.

Society of the 1980's and 90's is milch more cognizant of the myriad problems

associated with land-based waste disposal. Strict federal and state gutdeltnes and

regulations mandate risk assessments and careful monitoring ofwastes. The production.

transportation and disposal of industrial wastes are controlled by such laws as the Toxic

Substances Control Act. the Clean Air and Water Acts. the Comprehensive Environmental

Response. Compensation. and Liability Act (CERCLA/Superfund). and the Resource

Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA).While this "cradle-to-grave" system effectively

controls industrial products (Miller 1990). municipal waste control is still highly

problematic. And what about pre-CERCLAand RCRAwastes? What are these historical

wastes? Where are they? And how can we manage them today?
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mSTORICAL WASTE PRESENCE

In the last decade a host of studies has addressed the issue of historical or relict

waste sites. While Tarr notes that such historical acts were certainly not willful acts of

environmental destruction. it is today's society that must now "deal with results of careless

past waste disposal practices" ... (1985:102).

Greenberg and Anderson (1984) conducted a national review of abandoned waste

sites and found higher-than-average concentrations in the American Manufacturing Belt;

industrialized states such as Massachusetts. NewJersey, Michigan, NewYork, and Ohio

registered multiple EPAPriority Sites. Somewhat unexpectedly, though, NewHampshire

also ranked high on their list with 10 or more Priority Sites. Melosi (1988) presents a

cogent review of the liability of relict disposal sites. while Boyd and Macauley (1994)

position the issue in a more recent land use and value scenario via an analysis of

contaminated site effects on real estate development.

Yet to adequately manage such sites requires a detailed locational assessment.

something which is not readily available in the US. This is particularly true. as noted

above. for pre-CERCLA/RCRAwastes, whose locations are both a mystery and a serious

potential risk. As industries formed and failed. relocated and expanded during our

industrial era, their sites were converted, re-used. and recycled by subsequent users. The

consequent potential for on-site contamination and/or exposure grew with each passing

decade. Our failure to study these risks will undoubtedly come back to haunt us and will

seriously impinge the orderly transfer of urban properties under current CERCLAliability

codes. which effectivelyassign all liability to the current owner (see Colten 1988; Tarr 1984.

1985, and Caddell 1995).

Let us now shift focus to an examination of historical waste site potential in a New

Hampshire community. employing a site identification model developed by Colten. Sections

followingwill outline the study methodology and community, site identification. and effects

on current land-use systems.
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METHODOLOGY AND STUDY SITE

The methodology employed here. slightly modified from Colten (1990). is inherently

spatial. transportation-based. and with an urban focus. It is descriptive. with roots in

historical and industrial archaeology and marries the separate literatures of urban

development. waste generation. and public policy. Combined and focused. they will

indicate sites of potential historical land contamination. We willmodify one major step in

the model and add a new phase to reflect current or future use of the results.

Our methodology has six phases (Figure 1). At the outset is a historical analysis of

the community and its industrial base. This focuses on the pre-EPA time frame and

examines industries that are histortcally associated with persistent hazardous materials.

Colten (1990) has outlined these materials in Table 1. Further. the base of this inventory

lies in state and local business directories. company records. local histories. fire insurance

maps. court records. and similar other documents.

In the second phase, waste handling industries exceeding five employees are

inventoried, this firm size threshold a result of the fact that below that level historical data

appears notoriously inaccurate prior to the mid-nineteenth century. At this stage, firms

not using or producing hazardous and persistent chemicals/waste are eliminated, leaving

only those firms with a real potential to produce a relict hazardous waste site. Those firms

are then subjected to a business analysis and subsequent study of their methods ofwaste

handling and disposal. that is, a Phase III component. Here production and disposal sites

are mapped and. in Phase IV,categorized using models of urban morphology and

production offered by Borchert (1967) and CoIten (1990), respectively. Phase V further

documents disposal sites according to the spatial and transportation categories of

urban/core (pre-1870); rail corridor/suburb (1870-1930); fringe (1930-1980); and exurban

(post 1970's). These time periods constitute a pattern of urban morphogenesis of the

American Manufacturing Belt which coincides with patterns of industrial waste disposal

noted earlier. We have extended Colten's model to include a sixth phase of hazard and risk
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TABLE 1
Selected Pre-1930 Industrial Hazards

Industry Hazardous Material Years

Pre-1870

Pottery lead 1800-
Felt hats mercury 1800's
Fabric dyeing aniline dyes (coal tar products) 1849-
Printing. publishing lead. arsenic. solvents 1850's-
Paints lead. metals (cadmium) 1850's-
Plumbing supplies. batteries lead 1850's-

1870-1930

Steel manufacture acids. cyanide. oils 1870's-
Mirrors mercury. ammonia 1880-1890

lead 1890's-

Carpets and wallpaper arsenic 1880-1900
Illuminating gas tars. phenols 1800-1910
Electroplating acid. cyanide. arsenic 1880-
Pesticides arsenic 1890's-
Petroleum products phenols. lead. oils 1900-
Creosote products tars. oils 1900-
Munitions chlorinated hydrocarbons 1902-

benzine. toluene 1917-
Plastics phenols. cyanide 1907-
Metal working-machinery. tools solvents (toluene. xylene. benzene).

arsenic 1910-
Watch making radium. plating wastes 191O-1940's
Fireproof insulation asbestos 1910-
Organic dyes and pigments acridine 1912-

Linoleum acrolein 1915-
Airplanes tetrachlorethane (dope) 1915-1930
Dry cleaning trichlorethyene, naphtha 1915-
Rubber products trtchlorethyene, benzene 1915-
Glass making arsenic. cadmium 1915-
Leather tanning (soft leather) arsenic. chromium 1920's-
Paints acetone. acrolein 1920's-
Woodfinishing synthetic varnishes 1923-

CoIten 1990
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assessment. and prioritization of those sites requiring more detailed study and perhaps

field work to either verify or negate this more descriptive designation.

The study site is Keene. NewHampshire (Figure 2). Keene represents a medium-

sized industrial town. fairly typical of a Northeast American Manufacturing Belt

community. Settled in the early 1700's it grew from an agricultural outpost to a regional

rnanufacturtng center because of its waterpower and position at the junction of several key

transportation routes. Like many NewEngland towns its early focus was on wood products

and textiles. later diversifying to furniture manufacture. machine tools. ball bearings.

optical equipment, shoes. and leather goods as its textile industries moved south.

Industrial byproducts and waste from these industries would have been characterized by

materials now known to be hazardous (Table 1) and thus forming a base for industrial-site

pollution and hazardous waste sites (Colten 1990). This notion. as noted earlier. is

reinforced by recent EPAstudies which rank NewHampshire high on lists of known

hazardous waste sites in the Manufacturing Belt (Greenberg and Anderson 1984).

Moreover. Keene's morphogenesis mirrors that postulated by Borchert (1967) for American

industrial cities. as well as the framework of Colten's model (1990). Today. Keene's

population is approximately 23.000. To more fully understand the industrial legacy and

thus the potential for modem waste sites in Keene. let us now focus our attention briefly on

a review of Keene's growth. following the chronology outlined in Figure 1 (Section IV).

MANUFACTURING IN KEENE

Keene's industrial history is fairly typical of a NewEngland manufacturing town.

Founded as an agricultural center along the Ashuelot River in 1733 it quickly evolved into

an important small industry and transportation node. Further enhancement came as three

NewHampshire turnpikes converged on Keene. nudging the community into the legal.

commercial, and banking center of Cheshire County (Figure 2). A host ofwoodworking and

textile firms were established to utilize abundant water power and local resources, such as
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wood for fuel and vegetable matter for dyes in both the furniture and woolen mills. These,

along with many sawmills and gristmills, dominated the local secondary economy until the

mid 1800's.

The drive for self-sufficiency in NewEngland, promoted by the War of 1812, was a

boon for Keene. When the railroad came, regional markets blossomed with a lowering in

relative transportation costs. With enhanced connectivity and accessibility. population

doubled from 1840 to 1865. During the CivilWar industries boomed producing war-related

manufactures and Union uniforms.

As steam power replaced water power, firms were no longer restricted to riparian

sites; coupled with the expansion of the rail network. industries dispersed. creating a

fledging industrial core and rail corridor concentration. Transportation, resources, and

technology set the scene for rapid industrialization in the latter 1800's.

From 1850-70 Keene was propelled from town to city status. Its rail connections

now tied businesses to the national and world marketplace. Textiles and furniture were

firmly entrenched -- at one point Keene was crowned the "porch chair capital of the world."

Such growth. however. brought inevitable environmental problems with increasing

production. concentration, and disposal of hazardous waste products. Societal ignorance of

waste hazards meant that byproducts were directed to rivers. on-site waste land, and urban

wastelands for disposal (see Melost 1988 and Tarr 1984). The prevailing notions of land

use and development at this time suggested that urban wastelands were swamps, wetlands,

and ravines. And since these sites were seen by Public Health offtctals as the very sources

of harmful miasmas (Melosi1988), they were prime candidates for dumping grounds of all

manner of urban wastes. In Keene the "reclamation" of such areas was common practice

into the mid-1960's as the city followeda pattern of "exurban" or fringe disposal (Merrifield

1992).

Keene's third manufacturing stage (Metamorphosis'1870-1930) is marked by

unbridled industrial expansion. The face of ~e community constantly changed as
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businesses located and relocated in response to ever-changing and expanding markets.

America's manufacturing cities were now characterized by new forms of industrial

organization and were being designed to accommodate the labor market and the evolving

transportation technologies of the time (see Pred 1966 and Hartshorne 1992). Thus,

Keene's transportation corridor gelled and became a zone of industrial waste accumulation,

paralleling the pattern of other industrializing communities in NewEngland and the

Midwest. This "rail corridor" seemed, at the time. an appropriate place to dump industrial

byproducts. Businesses unable to access a rail site often chose on-site disposal or used the

aforementioned community-based dumping grounds. Yet by the 1920's public health

officialsbegan to recognize the utility of bacteriological agents in waste treatment,

prompting them to promote industrial pre-treatment prior to riverine disposal.

The Depression forced the contraction and specialization of Keene's industrial base.

In its final industrial stage. Keene's textile and furniture manufacturers moved south.

leaving behind a smaller, specialized core of machine tools, metal. and optical enterprises,

which flourished both during and after World War II. Essentially unregulated disposal

continued into the 1960's when society began to recognize the environmental costs of

economic development. It was no longer acceptable to dispose ofwastes directly into rivers

or lakes or for the city to operate only a primary sewage treatment facility. Sanitary

landfills became the "dumps of choice" for both domestic and industrial wastes.

WAS1E DISPOSAL IN KEENE

Landfilling in Keene has existed as long as waste has been generated. Lower

Swamp, located near the intersection of Elm and Cross Streets. was filled by the late 1880's

(evidence of refuse. however, has not characterized excavated cellar materials for area

homes - see Figure 4). MillPond and its associated canal were filled in the late 1950's

primarily with yard wastes and dry fill; local health offtctalsnote that from a historical

perspective, such unspecified fill should generally be considered to be harmful materials
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(Merrifield 1992). Other major filled areas include the Myrtle Street dump/clay pit and the

Krif Road developments.

The Public Works Department operated a municipal solid-waste disposal facility at

its lower Main Street depot from approximately 1870-1957. A small incinerator also ran

here from 1910-1940 with a coincident oil-based disposal option also available since 1926.

In 1957 the city opened a landfill in the northwest, near the Suny border. but groundwater

contamination forced its closure. Disposal then shifted to the privately operated Bradco

site behind what is now Hamshaw Lumber. Here municipal and industrial sites were co-

mingled until proximate water resources were contaminated with such EPApriority

pollutants as volatile synthetic organic compounds (VOC's).acid/base/neutral extractable

organic compounds (ABN's),and polychlorinated biphenals (PCB's)(Groundwater

Technologies, Inc. 1987; Merrifield 1992). This contamination forced city wastes back to its

own unlined facility. In a related way, we should also note that oil-based contaminants

have been documented as seeping from the Public Works site into Ash Brook, necessitating

a costly cleanup program (Caddell 1995). Finally. we should also note here that in 1986

Keene replaced its 60-year-old wastewater treatment facilitywith a new plant that complied

with new federal Clean Water Act mandates. Waste permitting and pre-treatment were now

institutionalized.

Today a plethora of federal, state, and local regulations generally mitigate against

the "reclamation" of wetlands. swamps, and other similar landscapes with [hazardous]

wastes (Parker 1992). Future contamination and loss of such areas is likely to be minimal

but what about previous or historical losses? How concerned should we be about areas

filled in prior to RCRAguidelines, in the era of national industrialization? One local

example can provide the answer.

A number ofjurisdictions and banks currently require purchasers of industrially or

commercially zoned land to complete an Environmental Site Assessment (ESA)to determine

the presence -- or absence -- of potential contaminants from past usage. Such a
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requirement has its roots in the previously noted CERCLAliability codes. While usually

time-consuming. exhaustive. and expensive. ESA's may not always be accurate. For

example. the former Dalbolt property in Keene was acquired by MacMillan Company

followingan ESAwhich noted 'no discernible or apparent contamination (Merrifield 1992).

But. some time later during a city maintenance project. considerable soil contamination

was discovered: cleanup costs exceeding $1 million were "assigned" to the new owner. who

sued the ESA contractor to recover legal and remediation costs. This case provides a

window for viewing not only current waste management practices. but also the manage-

ment practices and the potential liabilities of our industrial legacy.

The followingsection will examine directly the determination of potential historical

waste sites in Keene. As postulated in Figure 1 businesses will be inventoried and mapped

and sites will be identified. We will conclude by comparing these sites to current

groundwater-use systems.

REUCT HAZARDOUS WASTE SITES

The results of this investigation are presented in several forms. The initial step

involves an inventory of firms that could have produced potential contaminants. Shown in

Appendix A this inventory represents an exhaustive review of business and local histories.

tied to an analysis of chemical toxicities and environmental persistence. As noted in

Figure 1. Step II. small firms with fewer than five employees are eliminated from further

study because of the sporadic and inconsistent nature of their appearance in any local

histories. and the likelihood that their waste outputs were regionally insignificant. Further.

producers of non-persistent wastes are deleted. leaving only larger, more visible corporate

entities. Approximately 30 companies. represented in this database. were then cross-

referenced with recent Superfund lists and updates and State and local registries

containing information on identified contaminated sites. Finally. production sites were
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plotted and categorized within the urban morphology discussed earlier (Figure I, Steps IV

and V).

The inform~tion in Table 2 clearly demonstrates distinct industrial stages following

a pattern typical in the American Manufacturing Belt. Early on, waste products from the

textile and wood-based industries tend to be disposed of on site in the emerging urban core,

most likely a result of available open space and low population densities (see Melosi 1988).

The glass, chair, and textile plants would typically be disposing small amounts of such

wastes as dyes and lead. Full-scale industrialization and the introduction of rail lines in

the mid-to-late 1800's (Stage II - Transition) fostered a rapid rise in the production of

textiles, machine tools, shoes, and specialty hardware/producer goods. Rapid

developments in the chemical industry and metallurgy meant waste products contained

more complex solvents, lead oxides, chromium, arsenic, phenols, benzene, creosote,

cyanide, plating wastes, and varnishes. Waste disposal was, in many cases, still on site

but as the rail system developed linearly from the core, disposal was now more spatially

concentrated within the rail corridor itself (Stage III). Since rail usually paralleled the

rivers, they too were disposal sinks. Simultaneously, outward dispersal meant community

lowlands, swamps, wetlands, and other areas deemed wastelands or sites of harmful

miasmas were also prtmary waste repositories (see Tarr 1985). In town, sewers carried

industrial wastes directly to the primary rivers and lakes for dilution and removal.

Into the Twentieth Century (Stage IV) the chemical revolution left firms with more

hazardous byproducts like PCB's, acetones. TCE, and naphtha. Socially, communities

promoted co-disposal of both industrial and domestic wastes in landfills and later sanitary

landfills. These were not exurb an in Keene's case but were certainly fringe lowlands,

wetlands, and hollows. All of these locations are clearly visible in Figure 3 which

demonstrates the overwhelming dominance of rail corridor production and disposal sites.

Sites have been simply numbered and classified into five categories (Appendix B -- some

sites represent multiple potential producers/sites). Several examples include:

14
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• 33-E Kingsbury Machine Tools. since 1890 (solvents. cutting oils)

early industrial dump site. now under parking lot

city landfill -- used up to 1940's

formerly Dalbolt property -- present owner MacMillanCompany (solvents

found by city maintenance crew)

• 19-F Faulkner and ColonyMills. since 1815 (dyes)

• 14-U. 13-U old fill sites, unknown contents

We have also plotted a number of lowland and wetland sites that have been

reclaimed during the last 100 years (Figure 4). lending some support to the notion that

such areas. especially those most proximate to the rail line. may well have been filledwith

industrial wastes. Also located on this map are several municipal wells, large wetlands.

and aquifer recharge zones to make at least the visual connection between current water-

use systems and the locations of these potential relict hazardous waste sites. Given the

geologyof Keene. which "sits in a bowl" atop an old glacial lake bed, it's not hard to imagine

why Public Health officialsview aquifer protection at the top of their list of concerns

• 31-H

• lO-H

• 8-F

(Merrifield1994).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The application of Colten's slightly modified model of historical waste site location

produced generally viable results. Keene displays a distinct transportation focus. t.e.. rail

corridor. as well as evidence of disposal in what were generally considered wastelands. such

as swamps. hollows. or wastelands. Likewise. disposal locations generally followedan

evolutionary pattern from on-site, to corridor and fringe locations.

One apparent weakness in the system. however. revolves ~ound the reliance on

historical data. which is often incomplete and poorly kept. Outdated terminology also

poses difficulties for identifying hazardous substances.

While this historical model is useful in its own right for such cases as Superfund

litigation support (providing detailed information on former site occupants), urban planning
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(delimitingzones of potential hazards for redevelopment). and for bank lending decisions

(Colten 1994) there is still an apparent need for our sixth risk assessment phase to the

model in order to provide enhanced utility to the results. The need is further reinforced

when one views, for example. a recent study by the Washington Department of Health

which seems to indicate that risks at toxic waste (formerlyindustrial) sites may be

overblown. They noted that exposure "was less than ... expected. given the high levels of

arsenic in the soil and how widespread contamination was" (RiskPolicyReport 1995:15).

While not tested here yet. we believe such a phase is necessary. As more and more

sites are identified. and as costs of remediation rise, financial resources will become

relatively more scarce. We need a way to prioritize sites. As such, we feel greater emphasis

and more rigorous research is necessary in the business analysis/persistence phase of the

model as a way to identify or prioritize sites for field testing (see. for example. Runyon and

Hammitt 1994).

Notwithstanding these comments. the approach seems viable, where records of

course exist. and deserves greater application in order to document that substantial

amount of our missing industrial waste heritage.
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APPENDIXB

Key Locations of Potential HazardousWaste Accumulations
Keene, New Hampshire

Site Desiamation

H Historically recognized dumps. landfills. leak or spill locations

E EPA Registered hazardous materials for industrial use on site

L Light industry -- areas where industrial chemicals are commonly in use

F Former industrial areas -- converted or abandoned mill buildings where there is a
potential for undiscovered contamination due to past leaks or dumping

U Fill locations -- generally clean but open to dumpers
-------------------------------------------------------

Site #
Site

Desiination Location

1 U Clean fill area • no apparent problems

2 F Clipper Mower and Repair Co. • foundry and machining • uncertain
database

F F. B. Pierce • brush handles s Rt. 101. South Keene (1905)2

3

5

H Former sewer treatment plant • sludge beds

E Pneumo Precision. Inc. • EPA Registered Hazardous Materials

E Schleicher & Schnell. Inc. • EPA Registered Hazardous Materials

F American Optical Co. • manufactured bombsttes, range finders.
camera lenses

4

5

6

6

F International Narrow Fabric Co. • elastic webbing

L A. E. Martell Corp. • job printing shop

7 F Carey Chair Co. • juvenile furniture

F Formerly Dalbolt • present owner MacMillan Company • solvents found
in ground. study done by Groundwater Technologies. Robert Gailey.
Geologist

8

9

10

E Findings. Inc. • generates hazardous waste

11

H City Landfill> used in early 1940's

H Reported neighborhood dump site

E Schleicher & Schuell, Inc. • EPA Registered Hazardous Materials

F Kafelt Mfg. Co. • manufacture of scissors. surgical implements

U Unidentified fill

12

12

13

14 U Old fill site • no volatile organic chemicals found

15 F Newburyport Silver Co. • manufacture of silver flatware

B-1
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15 F Monadnock Cutlery Co. • manufactured manicure and surgical
instruments

15 L Abbott Co. • hardwood products

16 F C. Russell and Sons • furniture factory

16 F Rowco Mfg. Co. • manufactured power tools

17 L MS Perkins Machine • wood working

18 F New England Screw Co. • formerly Central Screw s manufacture plated
screws and bolts • historical dumping site

19 F Faulkner and Colony Mfg. Co.

20 F Douglas Toy Co. • dyed lambskins

22 H Present Landfill site • since 1973

23 U Fill area • looks clean except for some loose asphalt (pile)

24 F Sprague & Carleton Co. • wood furniture manufacture • EPA Registered
Hazardous Materials • formerly Beaver Mills

24 L Frederick A. Farrar Inc. • rebuild and repair electric motors

25 F Light industry in a converted mill

26 H Discolored water discharge in drains. attributed to 3

27 H Small dump

28 H Landfill site • used from 1966 to 1972 or 1973

29 H Keene State College ash dump

30 F Wilcox Comb Co. • celluloid combs. brushes. mirrors. ornaments •
became Delay Mfg. Co. in 1925 • bent glass. novelties. golf tees

31 H Myrtle Street Dump • industrial waste of undetermined nature • under
parking lot

32 H Volatile organics found during construction

33 E Kingsbury Machine Tool • automatic drilling and tapping machines.
generates hazardous waste • formerly Wilkins Toy Co.. Kingsbury Toy
Co. • painted iron-cast toys. stamped heavy gauge steel, vulcanized
rubber tires

33 E New Hampshire Tool and Die Corp. • surgical instruments • formerly
Henkle Mfg. Corp,fMiller's Forge

34 E Markem Corp. • EPA Registered Hazardous Materials • mechanical
stamping machines. inks. printing

35 H Landfill site • leachate discovered • study done by SEA of Boston. MA •
used before 1966

36 E MPB Corp. • EPA Registered Hazardous Materials

Sources: Sanitary Survey 1986; Sanborn Fire Insurance Map 1908;
Early Maps of Keene 1983; Upper Ashuelot 1969; Merrifield 1992
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